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Theoretical Approaches to Chemical Dynamics in Highly Compressed Fluids 

Daniel F. Calef 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Livermore, CA 94550 

Abstract 
Methods that have been developed in the chemcial physics community over the previous 

decade are applied to problems involving the dynamic chemical behavior of fluids under highly 
compressed conditions. The methods require detailed structural information about the environ
ment seen by the reacting molecules. These methods are briefly reviewed. Examples for both 
statically compressed and shock conditions are discussed. 

I. Introduction 

The methods of modern statistical mechanics have 
been very sucessful in treating the equilibrium proper
ties of fluids under conditions of extreme compression 
and extreme temperature[l]. At the same time, meth
ods have been developed within the chemical physics 
community to understand the role of the environment 
in chemical reaction rates[2]. It seems natural to try 
to use these methods to improve our understanding of 
chemical processes under extreme conditions. 

There are a variety of physical processes where 
understanding how the environment changes the chem
istry will be very important. The nature of the reac
tions occurring behind the shock front in a detonation 
wave is clearly one of the most important examples. 
Theoretical work is also important in that it can help 
distinquish between the effects due to increased tem
perature and increased density. This will help connect 
the static compression experiments, such as in diamond 
anvils, with shock studies. 

As we shall discuss, in order to calculate the influ
ence of the medium on a reacting molecule, it is nec
essary to be able to model accurately the structure of 
the molecular fluid surrounding the reacting molecule. 
One convenient way is to use the method that has come 
to be known as the extended "reference interaction site 
model" (ERISM). In the next section, we show how the 
structural calculations relate to rate theories, and then 
present several examples. 

II. Review of Modern Rate Theories 

The environment, or the surrounding molecules, 
can play many different roles in the rate at which a 
chemical process occurs. Focussing on how these pro
cesses depend on the density of the surrounding me
dium, there are a variety of regimes. Recent theoretical 
work has done much to delimit several of these regimes, 
and suggest the presence of others[2]. The processes 
we will discuss are predominately "uni-molecular" re
actions. We will briefly discuss higher order processes 
later. We put the name in quotes to emphasize that in a 
condensed phase any chemical rearrangement requires 
the reorganization of a large number of surrounding 
atoms and molecules. At the lowest densities, or pres
sures, reactions rates often increase with density, as 
the rate at which energy is transferred in and out the 
reactive modes increases due to increased collision fre
quency. At densities such that the motion of the "reac
tion coordinate" is occurring on a timescale compara
ble to the time between collisions, the rate may either 
increase or decrease depends on the exact details of 
the reaction. At very high densities, it is possible to 
populate excited electronic states, which can have very 
different reactivities. We will focus on the latter two 
regimes. 

To show the very important difference in the me
dium's role in the condensed phase as opposed to a low 
density gas phase consider a process that is diffusion 
controlled[3]. Increasing the density in the gas phase 
increases the number of collisions and can accelerate 
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the reaction. Normally, in a condensed phase, increas
ing the density decreases the mobility of a molecule, 
effectively slowing the observed chemical reaction rate. 
Although, we will not discuss further transport limited 
processes, the previous example will help clarify the 
medium's role in the modern theories. 

For a uni-molecular process, we can summarize the 
rate as 

k = *££**•"'"T=KkTST (1) 
ft 

where k T S T is the "transition state theory" value for 
the rate and K the "transmission" coefficient. Transi
tion state theory says simply that the rate of a reac
tion is given by e a F Z 1 ' 7 " , the equilibrium probablity 
of being at the transition state (or at the top the bar
rier for a barrier crossing problem) and a characteristic 
thermal frequency. The transmission coefficient cor
rects the rate for non-equilibrium effects, specifically 
repeated passages through the transition region [2]. 

The medium effects both the transition state rate 
and the transmission coefficient. Current theories have 
K behaving in a manner similar to the diffusion co
efficient discussed above, increasing with collisions at 
low collision frequency and decreasing with collision 
frequency at very high frequency [2]. The medium 
changes kTSr by changing i f , the amount of ther
modynamic work required to reorganize the molecule 
and the surrounding molecules from their reactant con
figuration to the transition state configuration. In this 
article we will focus on the medium's effect on the tran
sition state rate . 

In order to calculate the free energy barrier it 
is necessary to identify a reaction coordinate, reac
tion surface, or in general some lower dimension space 
that contains the coordinate that distinquishs reactants 
from products and modes strongly coupled to it. With 
this dimensional reduction, a "free energy" (F(r))can 
be calculated as a function of the reactk •> co-ordinate 
(r) by adding the free energy, or excess chemical poten
tial, (say Fmtdtom (r) ) of reorganizing the medium to 
the energy required for the isolated reaction coordinate 
(«M) 

F(r)=u(r)+Fmcdium(r). (2) 

After searching this surface for the transition state, the 

free energy of activation can be written as 

where A J ^ ' n t e r I l a l is the energy change required to bring 
the isolated reaction coordinate to the transition state 
plus any change in the entropy. A f ^ e d i o m is the ad
ditional work necessary to rearrange the surrounding 
molecules, or in general, the modes not explicitly in

cluded in the reaction coordinate. 
Two comments are in order about this simple pre

scription. Although in the end, we wind up using a real 
free energy difference A F : , the intermediate function 
F(r) is an effective potential energy. In fact, in the 
limit that "collisions" with the environment become 
so frequent that the motion of the reaction coordinate 
can be described by a Langevin equation, or a diffusion 
equation, F(T) docs become the effect potential in the 
equation of motion. This function is also related to the 
effective potentials used in the treatment of vibrational 
line shifts recently discussed by several authors(4]. Sec
ond, although we have so far discussed the reaction co
ordinate as if it were the property of a single molecule 
(a bond length, for example), it can also be :. collec
tive coordinate involving motions of many particle. In 
electron transfer reactions between ions in polar fluids, 
the reaction coordinate is actually a function of the 
medium polarization[5], For the rest of this brief pa
per, however, we will discuss only the case where the 
reaction cooordinate is some local motion, such as the 
stretching of a bond. We will assume that u{r) is some 
local potential, for example two wells for an isomeriza-
tion reaction, and that f m I * „ ( r ) does in fact come 
solely form intermolecular interactions. 

From this separation, we see that the mediums' 
role is twofold. First it can change the location of the 
transition state. For example the compressive effect of 
the environment may shift the transition state to one 
with a smaller volume. Second it adds a term to the 
activation free energy. 

In general, the free energy (or chemical potential) 
is a difficult quantity to calculate, usually involving re
peated determinations of the fluid structure as a func
tion of a "charging" parameter. It has been recently 
noticed, however, that ERISM allows a simple deter
mination of this quantity from a single set of site-site 
correlations^]. 

The ERISM model assumes that the intermolec
ular potential between two molecules can be modelled 
as a set of site-site potentials, for example iodine may 
be modelled as two spherical Lennard-Jones balls (one 
for each I atom) held a fixed distance apart . One then 
solves a set of non-linear integral equations for the var
ious site-site correlation functions. In the ERISM ap
proximation an Ornstein-Zernike type equation is used 
in conjunction with a hypernetted chain closure[7]. 

In summary, in order to find the free energy change 
needed to reorganize the medium, one must solve the 
ERISM equations for an infinitely dilute mixture of 
a molecule frozen at a specific value of r in a bath 
of "normal" molecules. These equations yield site-site 
correlation functions that describe the probalility of 
finding a site of one kind (for example H in CH 3 OH) 



a distance away from a site of another kind (for ex
ample 0 in CH3OH) on another molecule. From these 
functions, the free energy change can be calculated, 
but they yield more information than that, and it is in 
fact quite interesting to observe the structural changes 
in the surrounding medium as a function of the reac
tion coordinate. In the next section we will sho%v sev
eral examples of these functions. We will also discuss 
the question of the range of validity of these methods 
through these examples. 

III. Sample Calculations on Model Systems 
1. Water 

The ERISM method has been used to model wa
ter at room temperature and pressure, and as an in
troduction to what this method can do, we calculated 
the structural properties for water at both high den
sity, room temperature conditions [8]and for high tem
perature, high density states on the Hugoniot[9]. The 
model potential used as well as details of the method 
are discussed in the references. In this brief report we 
will focus on how the results combine to present a pic
ture of how different the detailed environment is in the 
two cases due to the temperature difference. 

Of central interest in any study of water is the hy
drogen bonding between molecules. In our model, this 
bonding shows up as a peak in the oxygen-hydrogen 
correlation function, S O H M - Specifically M o s W is 
the density of hydrogen atoms on other molecules a dis
tance r from the oxygen. Figure 1 shows this function 
for the isothermal compressed water. Three densities 
are shown. The first sharp peak is from hydrogen bond
ing Very little effect is seen on the structure. Water, at 
least in this model, is able to absorb static compression 
without losing th*. hydrogen bonding network. 

For the high temperature, high pressure water, the 
story is completely different. The states in figure 2 
correspond to a series of states on the Hugoniot, from 
normal density and 300 degrees (curve A) up to twice 
normal density and 1700 degrees (curve F). Curve F 
is very similar to the result of a calculation where the 
hydrogen atoms infractions with neighboring atoms 
are simply turned off. Clearly, the increasing tempera
ture effectively destroys the hydrogen bonding network. 
The molecules interact only through the repulsive po
tential of the oxygen atoms. From these pictures, we 
can see in detail why simplified, spherical interaction 
do so well for calculating properties under shock con
ditions. 

2. Bond Stretching in Methanol 

As an example of the detailed reaarangement nec
essary during the course of a (hypothetical) chemi-
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Figure 2. gOH for shock heated and compressed 
water. 

cal reaction, we have examined the reorganization of 
methanol molecules around a methanol molecule that 
has the HO-CH3 bond stretching from it's equilibrium 
length out to the van der Waals contact distance[10]. 
Methanol was chosen for this example because the po
tential parameters have been well studied, and even 
though the specific reaction may be unrealistic, or at 
least infrequent, the model reaction has effects due to 
both simple repulsive effects (as would be present in 
CH3-CH3 stretching), but also specific attractive inter
actions, such as hydrogen bonding. The work is contin
uing, and the following discussion should be regarded 
as preliminary. 

On the next page we again show "atom-atom" 
distribution functions, but here also as a function of 
the bond length of the reacting molecule. Figure 3 
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Figure 3. The radial distribution function of oxy- Figure 4. The radial distribution function of hydro
gen around the hydrogen on the reacting molecule gen around the oxygen on the reacting molecule at 
at normal density. normal density. 

bond length bond length 

Figure S. The radial distribution function of oxygen Figure 6. The radial distribution function of hydro-
around the hydrogen on the reacting molecule at 130 gen around the oxygen on the reacting molecule at 
% normal density. 130 % normal density. 
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shows the distribution of O atoms (in other methanol 
molecules) around the H atom on the reacting CH3-
OH. The first sharp peak is from hydrogen bonding. 
There is clearly little change in the H-bonding dur
ing dissociation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of 
H atoms on surrounding molecules around the 0 on 
the reactant. As a function of bond separation, there 
is considerable growth in that peak. This indicates 
the stabilization of the oxygen's charge by surrounding 
molecules. 

Figures 5 and 6 show exactly the same functions, 
but at a density 30 % higher. The increased der.sity 
does not qualitatively effect the relative amount of hy
drogen bonding in the two cases. Again, we see that 
simple increase in density does little to alter the ba
sic structure of the fluid. Quantitatively, it does mat
ter as the difference in the the free energies F(r = 
lAk)/kBT - F(r = 3.lA)/k ET changes from from -
11.0 for normal density to -33.0 for 1.3 times normal 
density, hence the density causes a dramatic shift in 
the equilibrium constant of this model reaction. If we 
put the hypothetical transition state at r = 2.i.'l the 
barrier to dissociation would change by 9/cB T, slowing 
the rate by a factor of 10" *. Although this model reac
tion is somewhat unrealistic, it shows the level of detail 
we can extract from the method. 

3. Nitrogen Dissociation 

The examples above assumed the major effect of 
the increased density was the simple compression of 
the molecular fluid, but that major changes in the elec
tronic state of the reactants were not present. For ex
ample, it was assumed in the methanol example that 
the effective van der Waals radius of the CH3 group did 
not greatly change during the course of the reaction. 
An example where these simple ideas are clearly not ap
propriate is in the dissociation of nitrogen under shock 
conditions. If nitrogen simply dissociated by moving 
from two tightly overlapping spheres to two same size 
spheres a (much) greater distance apart, packing forces 
at twice normal density would seem to make this an 
unlikely process. 

Clearly, the simple separation used in equation 2, 
that the medium modes neatly separate from the po
tential for the isolated molecule is no longer adequate. 
Some new form for the potential, u(r), must be found 
that incorporates the fact that under the high den
sity conditions the dissociated state is favored. We 
have taken an empirical approach [11], constructing 
an appropriate u(r) from quantum chemical calcula
tions for the molecular state, and from the empirical 
exponential-six potential used in fitting the Hugoniot 

data, adjusting the relative well depths to give the cor
rect degree of dissociation[12]. The resulting F(r) are 
shown in figure 7. The results seem quite reasonable, 
yielding barriers that decrease from 4 eV to around 2 
eV with increasing shock pressure. We are continuing 
to investigate this simple method. 

Shock pith 
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N — N separation 
Figure 7. F(r) for shocked nitrogen. 

IV. Conclusions 

We have shown how modern methods of equilib
rium statistical mechanics can be used in a relatively 
straight-forward way to investigate the behavior of re
acting species under high density conditions. There 
are clearly even more challenging problems that these 
methods open. The behavior of the transmission co
efficient, alternatively the correction to the transition 
state theory, is still ar. active topic of debate in the 
chemical physics community. As we have seen in the 
final example, very high densities can effectively change 
the electronic structure of the molecules, and finding 
methods to handle that problem will be extremely im
portant. 
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